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Traditional Welcome
 Koolamalsi, Anushiik Kiisheelumukweengw (thank you Creator)
 Eelu miiluyeengw (for giving us) yoon kway kiishwwihk (this
day),
 Waak Kukuna Ahkuy (and Mother Earth),
 Waak Wchapihkal (and the Medicines),
 Waak nii Eeelaangoomaatiit lungeew (and all my
Relations/Ancestors and Family),
 Waak njoose (and Friends),
 Waak kihkees (and Elders),
 Waak nii akehkiingeew (and my Teachers).
 XWAT nii nooleelundam!!! (I am VERY happy) to be here!!
 Anushiik, anushiik, xwat anushiik Kiisheelumukeegngw (oh the
biggest thank you to the Creator for helping me get here)!!!
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About Nicole “Nicky” Bowman-Farrell
•Resides in Shawano, WI
•Husband (Dave) and pet (Willow)
•President/Founder, Bowman
Performance Consulting (2001)
•B.A., Education, St. Norbert College
•M.Ed., Curriculum and Instruction, Lesley
College
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Background—My Family
Nii Nooxw (my Father is) Peter
Bowman waak Nii Numoxoomus
(and my Grandfather is)
Morris Bowman
Neekaawa Lunaapeewook waak
Mohiikaneewi (They are LenaapeMunsee and Mohican Indians)
Nii Nguk(my Mother is) Kathy
Bowman waak neeka shwanakwi
(and she is a white person-Polish)
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Background—Nicky
 Nii ndushiinzi (my name is)
Waapallaneexkweew
(accompanied by the Four
Eagles)
 Wuk nii Ndulaapeewi waak
Mohiikaneewi (and I am
Lenaape-Munsee and Mohican
Indian)
 Waak nii noonjiiyayi EhundaKtanaxkihlaak waak (our people
are originally from the East and)
I have lived in Shawano, WI for
most of my life
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How Did I Get Here?
 1999-2002 UW-ELPA Academic Fellowship
 Took nearly all ELPA Masters and PhD courses
 Lifetime commuter for UW graduate courses
 Wanted public education to be more responsive and meet
the needs of AI students beyond the curriculum and
pedagogy
 Knew that policy and educational leadership were the key
to transforming educational experiences of AI students
attending public schools
 Western institutions and literature lacked an Indigenous
voice and perspectives
 Education can be used as a social justice tool for
empowerment, self-sufficiency, and building relations to
leverage partnerships, resources, and sustained
transformations in education
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Language/Terminology
 Indigenous = speaking broadly about all Indigenous
communities, was first used in the 1960’s by the American
Indian Movement to push forward a social justice agenda for
Indians
 American Indian = used especially for public education contexts
because it matches most of the policy language at the local,
state, and Federal level (sometimes Native American or Indian is
used)
 Tribal = used for Tribal Governments, this is the formal policy
and statutory terminology used by the Tribes and Federal
Government (i.e. sovereignty)
 Tribal specific (i.e. Lenaape, Munsee, Mohican, StockbridgeMunsee) which refers to the contemporary or traditional
language used by the specific community in the study
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Study Background/Issues
 Academia and western (AKA “mainstream”)
institutions rarely includes in educational studies:
 The voices of Indigenous stakeholders
 The previous work of Indigenous scholars
 The use of Indigenous theories or methods
 The inclusion of Indigenous researchers as part of
a larger educational research team
 The inclusion of sovereign Tribal Governments,
Tribal education ordinances, and/or Tribal
educational policies as part of the broader
educational policy system/process
 The inclusion of Indigenous study participants
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Impacts of Issues and Research Questions
 Given the aforementioned issues there have been
long standing gaps, continuous barriers to
achievement and success, poor resource allocation,
and/or inappropriate policies and programs
- These issues have impacts on American Indian (AI)
students and have contributed to the chronic and
systemic failure to meet the needs of AI students being
served by the public education agencies

 The Indigenized case study seeks to speak to these
issues through two research questions:
1.

How does the Stockbridge-Munsee (S-M)
Tribal Government develop educational policy?

2.

What influences the S-M Government’s
policy making process?
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Literature Review
 Contextualizing Indian Education in Public
Education Agencies
 Challenges of Literature Review
 Two Main Strands:
1. History of Indian Education Policies in Public
Education Contexts
2. National Studies on Indian Education
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Literature Strand One: History of Indian
Education Policies in Public Educational
Contexts

1800s – 1920s: the assimilation era
1930s – 1970s: the reform era
1970s – 1990s: the self-determination era
2000s – present: the accountability era
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Literature Strand Two: National
Studies on Indian Education
 15 studies total (from 82) that met criteria
 Criteria included:



1.

National study with AI educational research focus

2.

Inclusion of K-12 data

3.

Authored/Funded by Federal Government agency and/or
national AI organization

4.

Study was within the context of public education regarding
public policies impacting AI students in public schools

Studies spanned nearly 90 years from 1928 Meriam Report to
the latest 2011 National Indian Education Study
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Theoretical Frameworks
The Positioning of Culturally Responsive
Research within a Western Academic
Context
Critical Race Theory
Tribal Critical Theory
Alignment with a Broader Educational
Research Agenda
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Study Design and Participants
Case Study Design
Indigenizing Case Studies
Participants:
Stockbridge-Munsee Reservation (Bowler, WI) and S-M
Tribal Community
Public Education Agencies:
Local Education Agencies: Bowler, Gresham, and
Shawano School Districts
State/Regional Education Agencies: WI DPI, CESA 8
Other Agencies: WI Indian Education Association
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Procedures and Instruments
 Surveys: Modified Native American Rights Fund (NARF)
Tribal Self-Assessment Survey
 Key Informant Interviews:
 Modified Tribal Education Department (TED) / Tribal
Education Board (TEB) Education Interview
Instrument
 Modified Local Education Agency (LEA) / State
Education Agency (SEA) Education Interview
Instrument
 Key Document Review and Checklist
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Three Major Findings—Overview
1. Developing Tribal educational policy is a contextualized and
multiple step process. The S-M educational policy system is
series of intra-Tribal interactions. Policy is created in multiple
steps involving the Tribal government, Tribal Education
Board, and Tribal Education Department. Each of these
Tribal educational policy stakeholder groups has distinct roles
in the policy process.
2. Multiple factors influence Tribal education policy
development. These include “cross-cutting” influences as
well as community, cultural/traditional and public/western
education influences.
3. Tribal and public educational policy activities vary across
educational agencies and affect the policy environment,
inter-agency relations, and perceptions of educational
stakeholders.
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Finding 1: Tribal Education Policy
Development is a Contextualized and
Multiple Step Process of the S-M Tribal
Government

A. Multiple contexts, multiple meetings: Who is
really an AI?
B. Multi-jurisdictional influences on Tribal
educational policy development of the S-M Tribe
C. The Tribal educational policy system and process
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A Multi-jurisdictional Model for Education Policy

Figure 2. Tri-Lateral Model for AI Educational Policy Applied and Extended to S-M Context.
Modified from Bowman, & Reinhardt, 2014. p.5 and Reinhardt & Maday, 2006.
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Stockbridge-Munsee Tribal Education Policy System

Figure 3. S-M Tribal Government’s Education Policy Development System
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Finding 2: Multiple Factors and Contexts
Influence Tribal Education Policy
Development
A. Cross-cutting factors influence Tribal
education policy development
B. Community influences shape Tribal education
policy development
C. Traditional/cultural influences shape Tribal
education policy development
D. Western/public education influences shape
Tribal education policy development
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Finding Three: Tribal and Public Educational Policy
Activities Vary Across Educational Agencies and
Affect the Policy Environment and Inter-Agency
Relations and Perceptions
A. Evolution of public and Tribal education policy environment
B. Quality and type of FEA/SEA, LEA, and S-M policy interactions
C. Resource allocation and implications for policy environment
D. Formal Tribal and public education policies provide the
strongest supports for educating S-M students in public schools
E.

Informal education strategies contribute to collaborative policy
environments

F.

Absence of formal education policies between the S-M Tribe and
public education agencies has adverse effects on the policy
environment and informal education support strategies for S-M
students
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Key Study Discussion Points
1. First and one-of-a kind multi-jurisdictional study that views
Tribal and public governments/agencies (local, state, and
federal) as part of a larger policy system (via tri-lateral
model)
2. Use of a multi-jurisdictional model, Indigenous theories,
and Indigenous research methods/tools can inform future
public educational policy research studies and educational
policy activities between Tribal and public education
agencies
3. Fills a gap in the western and Indigenous literature,
documents what is working (strengths-based approach)
and builds empirical data for supporting a multijurisdictional or tri-lateral model for educational policy and
practice collaborations between Tribal and non-Tribal
government agencies
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Key Study Discussion Points
4. TCT used for asserting sovereign rights of Tribes
legal, culturally responsive, and ethical

which is

5. CRT gives counter-narrative to marginalized voices to
document strengths, gaps, challenges, and solutions
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Limitations of the Study
1. Case study data (in general) may produce
different findings for different researchers and
researchers may use different methods and
instruments than the ones I chose to conduct
the study
2. First type of multi-jurisdictional study so there
are no original similar studies to compare my
study to for design, limitations, findings,
and/or implications
3. Small sample size: 1 case study and 27
participants (unduplicated count) so findings
don’t have strong generalizability
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Future Areas of Study
1. Replication: more multi-jurisdictional (i.e. tri-lateral)
educational policy studies are needed to fill a gap in the
western and Indigenous literature bases. Replicating this study
will provide more empirical information about how Tribes
develop educational policies (and what those policies include)
and will also document strengths/successful educational policy
development, a strengths-based and Tribal-centric approach to
education.
2. Systemic educational policy studies are needed to generate
more empirical data for further developing, applying, and
testing the tri-lateral model in different Tribal/public contexts.
3. Studying the similarities and differences in Tribal and public
educational policy development is important to understanding
the policy environment and educational leadership behaviors
that strengthen public education for AI students. This
information also would provide a deeper and broader
perspective into what resources and capacities Tribal
governments need to strengthen Tribal educational policy
development.
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Future Areas of Study
4. Correlating or connecting the educational outcomes of AI
students in schools with strong Tribal/public policies, policy
activities, and policy resources, capacities, and supports is
important to understanding the educational experiences and
achievement of AI students in K-12 public schools.
5. Studying how stronger or weaker levels of direct funding and
other resources impact Tribal and public educational policy
development, implementation, fidelity, and impacts of policies
for AI attending K-12 schools can inform leadership,
governance, economic, and educational stakeholders and
contexts.
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Conclusion

 Question, Answer, and Discussion
 Give aways—A Mohican/Lenaape tradition
 Thank you
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